About the Role:
The Industry Operations Officer role is the individual who is responsible for role approval and establishes organizational hierarchy.

Role Permissions:
- View all DD254s within specified CAGE Code(s)
- Approve Accounts for their specific Organization
- Approve individuals Roles as they pertain to Organization DD Form 254s
- Create Organizational Hierarchy
- Approve Organizational Hierarchy

Reporting Capability:
This Role allows for metrics reporting surrounding group use within NCCS
- Status of DD254s assigned
- Number of DD254s certified
- Days from creation to review to certification
- Sub DD254s created and certified
- Metrics can be broken out by person, organization or group

Policy Guiding Role:
- This role requires a CAC/PIV for access

Questions? Contact: dcsa.quantico.dcsa-hq.mbx.nccs@mail.mil